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Every day we are inundated with signs - on your 
way to work, at work and on your way home.  
Signs tell you how to drive, where to catch a bus, 
which lane to ride your bike in, where you can’t 
park, where you can smoke, the location of 
emergency equipment, and of course, a multitude 
of hazard warnings.  We see so many signs, that 
many of us suffer from sign fatigue.  We travel 
past signs without paying attention to them.  Even 
when new signs are added, we don’t always notice 
them. 

   
When it comes to safety, we cannot let this happen.  
Signs communicating hazards and hazard controls 
provide important information to emergency 
responders and other visitors.  If you have not 
entered a particular room (lab, shop or chemical 
storage area) before, it is vital that you read the 
door sign to understand what potential hazards are 
inside, who to contact for safe access and how to 
protect yourself from hazards in the area with 
proper personal protective equipment (PPE). 
 
No matter where you work, it is important that 
you periodically review the door signs to ensure 
they address the current hazards and have up to 
date contacts and their current phone numbers.  
Door sign hazards and PPE requirements must 
match those listed in the area’s WPC Activities. 

 
 

Up-to-date, accurate signs can help us avoid DOE compliance findings such as prescriptive PPE 
requirements listed on the door that are not followed in the area.  One example is a microscope lab with 
PPE requirements that include wearing safety glasses, but they are not being worn while using the 
microscopes.  When certain PPE is only required for specific tasks, those tasks must be identified by a 
WPC activity and the tasks requiring the PPE indicated on the door sign. Your MSD EH&S technician 
(whose number can be found on technical area door signs) is available to assist with updating signs.   
 
Thank you, 
 
Mike Wisherop 
MPWisherop@lbl.gov 
510.486.7407 
 


